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INTRODUCTION 

This report describes our technical accomplishments during the 

first six months of the present contract.   The report is in two parts. 

In Part A the results of a one-dimensional progression failure 

modeling of rock static behavior are described.    In Part B our 

experimental findings in the mechanical behavior of rock under compressive 

cyclic fatigue are detailed.    Part B is to be presented at the 13th 

Symposium on Rock Mechanics,  Urbana,  Illinois, September 1,  1971. 

Work is now underway in rock tensile cyclic fatigue.   A method 

has been found to test this fatigue behavior and preliminary results 

suggest that the concept of a fatigue limit for rock in tension   is viable. 

A full account of our progress in this aspect of the program will be 

part of our next technical report. 
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A ONE-DIMENSIONAL PROGRESSIVE FAILURE MODEL OF ROCK 

Robert G.  Lundquist 
Robert W.  Heins 

ABSTRACT 

It is well known that the strength and deformation 

properties of rock are highly variable.    It has also been 

observed that rock does not fail in a weakest link manner but 

progressively,  maintaining considerable load-bearing capac- 

ity beyond its peak load.   It is hypothesized that the vari- 

ability of properties and progressive failure behavior are 

direct consequences of the statistical inhomogeneity of tho 

material.   A one-dimensional model is used to demonstrate 

that progressive failure can indeed resu** from inhomogeneity 

of the material and to show what the effects of varying 

statistical distributions of properties might be on the gross 

deformation and failure of rock. 



"You see. of course, if you're not a dunce, 
How it went to pieces all at once, — 
All at once, and nothing first, — 
lust as bubbles do when they burst. " 

The Deacon's Masterpiece 
Oliver Wendell Holmes 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Problem Statement 

In the interpretation of laboratory tests and in the design of 

structures in rock, we often assume that, like the Deacon's "wonderful 

one-hoss shay," rock falls "all at once, and nothing first. "   It is easily 

demonstrated that rock does not fall in this way under most practical 

loading conditions, and it is the purpose of this study to show the con- 

sequences of this misleading assumption and to present a simple model 

for rock failure which allows the Interpretation of rock strength tests and 

the design of rock structures to be put on a more rational basis. 

There are several implications in the idea of failing "all at once 

and nothing first" which we must examine.   The first and most obvious 

it that once the strength of the material is exceeded by the stress, it is 

no longer capable of sustaining load.   An abundance of recent evidence 

has shown, however, that in compressive and mixed stress fields, and 

In perhaps every loading except uniaxial tension, most rock can sustain 

considerable fractions of its peak load after this load has been exceeded. 

This is the concept of the "complete stress-strain curve. " perhaps more 

precisely called the "complete load-displacement curve" since only mean 

stress and strain can be determined after failure.   It is this behavior 

which led Jaeger and Cook {I) to define the brittle state of a material as 

that condition in which "It   ability to resist load decreases with increas- 

ing deformation. " 



A second implication, which will be seen to be intimately con- 

nected with the first, is the idea of the "weakest link. "   By analogy to 

the ancient adage that a chain is no stronger than its weakest link, it is 

assumed that if failure ensues from exceeding the strength of any part of 

a rock structure, the entire structure will fall.   Failure must here be 

defined as the loss of the entire load resisting ability of the structure. 

To see that this is untrue, we can examine some physical observations 

which have accompanied the production of complete stress-strain curves 

for rock in compression.   Wawersik (?) found that visible cracks developed 

in a marble in uniaxial compression at about 90% of the ultimate load. 

At a displacement about 20% greater than the peak of the curve, the 

marble was capable of resisting about half of its peak load.   Although 

many large cracks appeared, a major portion of the specimen was intact 

when it was unloaded from this point and removed from the machine. 

Some rocks, Wawersik1 s type II rocks, e. g., are indeed incapable of 

sustaining load beyond their peak.   These rocks have a numerically posi- 

tive "post-failure" slope so that self-sustaining failure can develop from 

only the elastic energy stored in the specimen and without additional 

energy from the machine.   To test such rocks, it is necessary to remove 

energy from the rock in a controlled way after the peak is passed.    In 

this limited case, rock fails in a weakest link way; however, it appears 

that the behavior is very dependent on loading conditions (3).  and except 

as a nice explanation for rock bursts, it may not be applicable to rock 

structures at all.    It cannot be generalized,  then, that rock is a weakest 

link material in uniaxial compression.    It should be obvious that in con- 

fined compression, rock sustains more load at greater displacement after 

the peak and is even less a weakest link material. 

What about tension?   Hudson.    Brown and Rummel (i) have shown 

that discs and rings loaded in diametral compression (both considered to 

be indirect tensile tests) also produce a load-displacement curve in which 



load is sustained at displacements beyond the peak.    Again, visible cracks 

appeared while the specimen remained essentially intact.   Again, one 

rock was found (Solenhofen Limestone) for vhich a complete curve could 

not be produced,  but a weakest link model was not generally applicable. 

Direct tension remains something of a mystery.    Hughes and 

Chapman (5) showed a stable, bell-shaped curve for concrete,  but to 

date, although there   has been at least one serious attempt (6). no one 

has succeeded in publishing a similar result for rock.    On the other hand, 

Brown and Singh (7) have shown that considerable acoustic energy is re- 

leased at loads considerably below ultimate.   Wawersik (2) found loosen- 

ing of and fracture along grain boundaries well below the ultimate load 

and concluded that "Rock failure in tension can be a progressive process 

and does not necessarily occur suddenly. " 

Even if we were to concede that indirect tension of a weakest link 

model is applicable,  Hudson (8) has pointed out that direct tensile testing 

may not be applicable to the design of structures since in practice grad- 

ients will always be present. 

The problem then,  simply stated, is to make a quantitative model 

for rock which will allow progressive failure and residual strength to be 

Interpreted in laboratory tests and then utilized in structural design. 

—"Fur, " said the Deacon,  "t's might plain 
Thut the weakes* places mus1 stan* the strain; 
'N' the way t' fix it, uz I maintain,  Is only jest 
T' make that place uz strong uz the rest " 

The Deacon's Masterpiece 
Oliver Wendell Holmes 

Inhomoqeneity of Rock 

The reason that the wonderful one-hoss shay went to pieces "all at 

once and nothing first, " Holmes tells us, was because of the deacon's 

rather exacting construction standards.   He recognized the weakest link 



concept and eliminated the problem by making each piece "uz strong uz 

the rest. "   One of the most obvious things about rock is that each piece 

is not "uz strong uz the rest. "   This is inhomogeneity. 

The solution of most rock mechanics problems begins with a set of 

simplifying assumptions which are nearly universally acknowledged to be 

Invalid.   These assumptions usually include, but are not necessarily 

limited to elasticity (linear,   small displacement elasticity up to failure), 

isotropy (two constant elasticity),  time independence,  and homogeneity. 

As mathematical tools have become more generally available,  these 

restrictive assumptions have been relaxed and we see today a hugh volume 

of literature treating rock as viscoelastic (especially valid for salt and 

potash),  perfectly plastic or work hardening plastic (a good model for 

high confining pressure conditions as in deep sediments), transversely 

Isotropie (useful for layered rocks), etc., etc.   Inhomogeneity, however, 

has been largely ignored due to ^s severe insusceptibilicy to rigorous 

mathematical attack. 

Since the term inhomogeneity seems to mean different things to 

different people, let us clirify what will be meant within the context of 

this study.    By homogeneous, we mean that every point in a material, or 

at least in a particular specimen of that material, has the same properties 

as every other point.   We must restrict the term "point" to the continuum 

mechanics sense and ignore the atomistic structure of the material.   This 

condition of sameness of properties can be violated in several ways. 

The most obvious kind of Inhomogeneity is found when the speci- 

men or region of consideration consists of two or more subrcgions with 

distinct properties.   The example that comes most quickly to mi nd is a 

sandstone layer overlying a coal seam.   A problem in this situation is 

deterministic in the same sense that any homogeneous rock mechanics 

problem is deterministic;  the boundary conditions and material properties 

are or can be as well defined as in the homogeneous case.   We will call 

this multiproperty, multiregion inhomogeneity deterministic inhomogeneity. 



The second way in which the homogeneous sameness of properties 

condition can be violated occurs in a rock type (often thought of as a 

partic-'.lar material) such as a conglomerate or large-grained granite, which 

is mc.de up of two or more mineral constituents.   The most obvious feature 

of such a rock,  even to a layman,  is its inhomogeneity.    Unless we are 

forced by a particular test,  such as an indentation test, to sample a 

very small volume of the rock, its inhomogeneity is usually shrugged off 

by calling it macroscopically homogeneous and assigning single values 

to its elastic and strength properties.    For many purposes this is adequate; 

we will examine some of the consequences later.   We will call this kind 

of inhomogeneity compositional inhomogeneity. 

A more subtle violation of the sameness condition takes place in 

rocks composed of a single mineral,  such as sandstone or rock salt. 

Here,  properties vary from point to point,  in spite of mineralogical same- 

ness, because of the granular nature of the rock.    Each grain is different. 

Each has itb own unique orientation, which may or may not have a pre- 

ferred direction.    Each may contain flaws,  such as cleavage or fracture, 

or impurities in varying amounts.   Of equal importance is the difference 

in properties between the mineral grains and their boundaries.    In our 

first course in geology, we are taught to differentiate between quartzlte 

end sandstone on the basis of differing relative strengths of grain and 

grain ooundary.    How then can we consider those rocks homogeneous? 

Good engineering results to many problems can be had,  however,  by tak- 

ing average or gross properties as before.   This kind of inhomogeneity 

we label granular inhomogeneity. 

There is, of course,  no real separation between compositional 

and granular inhomogeneity, with most rocks possessing some degree of 

both.   The important point is that this inhomogeneity is not deterministic. 

In a given problem, the boundary conditions and material properties are 

not well defined.   There exists in such problems a degree of randomness. 

We will call this kind of randomness statistical inhomogeneity.    K is 



with the consequences and modelling of statistical inhomogcneity that 

we will be concerned. 

The discussion of compositional and granular inhomogeneity might 

seem to imply that statistical inhomogeneity exists only on the scale of 

the grain size.    This is useful in studying laboratory tests but becomes 

incomprehensible at the field scale.   At this scale, deterministic inhomo- 

geneity might include well defined stratigrdphy and such structural features 

as faults, dikes, etc..  or a particularly well mapped joint set.    On the 

other hand, a joint set In which direction,  spacing, and extent are known 

only approximately,  as is the usual case,  is an example of statistical 

inhomogeneity.    Even within a single bed or mass of rock,  a region may 

contain more or fewer flaws,  more or fewer inclusions, or have a different 

mineralogical makeup from another region of the same bed or mass.    Such 

variations may have trends which can possibly be accounted for in the 

model,  but this variation can, in general,  be said to make rock statistically 

inhomogencous at the field scale. 

Variability of Roc't Properties 

Virtually all researchers in rock mechanics are sufficiently aware 

of the statistical nature of rock to avoid drawing conclusions from the 

results of a single test.   It can be argued, however, that the mean of 6 

"sufficient" number of tests can be assigned as a "physic-jl property" of 

rock.   Since a mass of rock can be thought of as made up of an infinite 

number of such samples,  its mean properties should be reasonably close 

to the mean of the sample properties and thus such properties we used in 

the design of structures in the rock mass.    Such o practice obviously re- 

quires the use of a sizeable "safety factor. "   The difficulties involved in 

the use of safety factors will receive extended consideration in the 

section on reliability. 

Many physical properties,  including elastic constants,  unit weight. 

porosity, permeability, thermal properties, etc., etc., h  /e importance 



In rock mechanics problems:   all can be said to vary to greater or lesser 

extent from point to point within a rock mas». 

Hudson (8) speaks of tensile surengt. variation being of three types: 

(a) Variation with different specimens.    If the same test Is performed 

on the same rock under the same conditions, different values of 

tensile strength result. 

(b) Variation wit i different specimen volumes.    If the same tost is 

performed on the same rock with specimens of different volumes, 

the average value of the tensile strength changes with volume. 

(c) Variation with different tests.    The average tensile strength varies 

with the type of test used.   For example, the modulus of rupture 

can be twice the straight pull tensile strength. 

While Hudson is referring only to tensile strength tests, his 

categories of variation are equally applicable to otner strength measures. 

Within-tost variation is a fact of all strength testing.   We can expect 

considerably different average values for shoar strengths determined by 

single shoar, double shoar and torsion tests.   Brown,  Hudson,  Hardy, 

end lalrhurst (3) have recently shown that between-test variations can 

be expected with differing comprcssive strength tests as well. 

Let us return now to the problem of using mean values from pro- 

perty tests as design values for strength.   Withln-test variations create 

a poorly rocognixod, but very serious problem in using test vaJ.es for 

design.   Given a weakest link model for rock failure, one should clearly 

take the minimut.- of a series of test results rather than the mean as a 

design v.iluc.   Even without accepting weakest link failure, it would seem 

prudent to design fur the worst condition likely to occur.   This raises »he 

question of whether or not rock has a minimum strength (other than zero). 

Particularly in tension it would seem likely that If sufficient specimens 

were tested, one would fall without application o.' any load at all.   This, 

In turn, opens the much larger question of the sampling process Itself. 

In selecting blocks of rock from the mass, coring specimens,  sawing and 
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grinding them, we reject at each stage those samples which contain flaws. 

The resulting specimens can hardly be considered representotive of the 

rock mass.    It »s for the foregoing reasons that rock is often considered 

to have no tensile strength at all in design problems. 

The problem of a large number of specimens giving a zero minimum 

tensile strength is. of course, directly related to the size effect.    The 

existence of a strength-si7.0 effect has been widely debated,  ana recent 

evidence (9) seems to indicate toat what appears lo be n si<c effect is 

attributable instead to stress gradient effects or perhaps lo differing avail- 

able energy of the testing machine in relation to energy required for failure 

of a given volume.    If a size effect does exist,  it probably is a nonlinear 

decrease in strength with increasing specimen volume.    If the decrease 

persists to largo volumes, design values of strength for rock structures 

must be correspondingly reduced.   To apply laboraiory observed size 

effects to large rock structures requires extrapolation over several ordets 

of maynilude.   which Is always a quCHlioruible proceduie. 

One alternative appears to be in-situ sirength testing invclving 

very largo specimen volumes.    Disproportionat': "X| ense and the practical 

difficulties of performing such tests have limited their use. 

Another alternative, which the progressive failure model described 

herein Is intended to explore, is to make structural design probler,s as 

deterministic as possible by geologic mapping and extensive laboratoty 

scale testing ..nd lo use the results of the laboiatory testing to estimate 

distributions for the statistical variations in the properties. 

Hctwecn-test vaiiatlons raise the question of what tust to use lo 

obtain physical properties.    Particularly in tensile testing there is u con- 

tinuing proliferation of new tests and little agreement even on how to 

perform a singlo kind of test.    It would seem that less attention should 

be paid to the question of which test and how to run it and more to the 

question of why different tests given different results.   As an example, 



Hudson,   Brown,  and Rummel (7) have recently shown that the Brazil 

(diametral compression) test,  one of the most commonly used indirect tests 

for tensile strength,  is not a tensile test at all.   With the load surfaces 

in direct contoct with flat steel platens (as the test is usually performed), 

they found that failure always initiated in the compressive zone under- 

neath the loads.     Even with the load surfaces protected,  they could not 

cause failure to initiate at the center. 

It can be readily assumed,  but perhaps never proved,  that the 

three types of strength variation above are manifestations of strength 

inhomogenoity.    It is much easier to demonstrate that variations in other 

properties arc directly related to statistical inhomogeneity of the material. 

The specific gravity of a rock specimen,  for example, is clearly equal 

to the weighted mean of the specific gravities of all of its subrcgions 

(if proper account is taken of pore space).   Similarly,  the overall stiffness 

(CA/I.) of a uniformly stressed specimen can be found by a finite element 

representation with each olomont given an independent modulus corres- 

ponding to the region it represents. 

Probabillsttc Failure Theory 

All of the above-mentioned types of strength variation can theore- 

tically be accounted for by a model which predicts not a unique failure 

stress but a probability of failure at any «tress level.   The best known of 

these models is Welbull's statistical theory of material strength (10, 11). 

While Welbull's theory has been shown to be inadequate for rock,  probably 

because it is a weakest link theory,  it will be useful to examine it here. 

The presentation here is due to Hudson (8) but is available from many 

other sources. 

In its simplest form, Welbull's model consists of V elements, each 

having a probability of failure Po at a given stress o.   The probability of 

element survival is 1-Po, and the probability of system survival is (l-Po); 
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If Pv is the probability of system tailure. then 

1 - Pv  -   (1 - Po)V 

or 

Pv  =   1 - exp [V log (1 - Po)] . 

Wcibull defines the risk of failure R as - V.      (1-Po).    Since loy log 
(1-Po) depends only on the stress ;,  the risk of failure of a differential 

volume element dv can be v/ritten os: 

dR  -   r(:) dv . 

If wo take R -   /   f(ü)dv,  then the probability of the entire specimen 

failing is: 

Pv   ^   1 - oxpf- /   f(&) dv). (1-1) 

The problem hero is clc::rly that of defining f(:) so tlvit the correct 

cumulative distribution of slrenciths (Pv vs.   fnllurc load curves) v/ill re- 

sult for each lest and specimen volume.    The function !(),   if proporly 

chosen,  would then be a "true" material property. 

While the theory itself is independent of the mechanism of failure, 

it might bo thought of in terms of a volume element containing a llav.* 

which is "critical" (in the Griffith sense) at the particular level of normal 

stress to which the volume element is exposed.    There is no reason to 

suppose that the distribution of flaws (or elemental strengths) is well 

described by any commonly ureti probability distribution.   Weibull assumed 

that F(v) was given by: c - c      m 
Ho)   - [     „■ ■ U ] (1-2) 

wo 

whore c   represents <« stress below which no element f.iilure can occur u 
and c    and m are material constants.    He later described it as "A su»ti.s- o 
tlcal distribution function of wide applicability, " and indeed it is.     This 

function has been used in such diverse fields as c conometric modeling, 

and the reliability of electron tubes. 
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Substituting (2) into (1).  we obtain 

o-o     m 
Pv  r    l-exp[-f[ -)    dv). (1-3) 

'V 0 

This is the basic equation of Weibull's theory.    If the three con- 

stant;; arc truly material constants,  and can he found for a given material, 

Eq.1-3 can bo intogralod to provide a distribution of failure strengths (in 

terms of failure probability at a given stress) for any test or any specimen 

volume.    The process can be quite involved since it requires knowing and 

integrating the stress distribution ovoi the entire specimen volume. 

Nonetheless,  it has been integrated for a number of tests.    In his first 

paper,  for example,  Woibull piesents the result that the modulus of rup- 

ture (3-point bending strength) is (2m + 2)        times the direct pull tensile 

strength.    For m = 3, this factor is 2. 0, and for m - oo, the factor is 1. 0 

(the strengths are the same). 

Since itr. publication in 1039,  Weibull's theory has been wide!/ 

discussed and the probability distribution widely employed.    It has, 

however,  been subjected to remarkably few experimental analyses.    In 

many cases, experimental "verification" has consisted simply or finding 

a sot of parameters, c , c , and m, to fit a given set of data.   The 

existence of each parameter, of course, can neither prove nor disprove 

the theory. 

It would be surprising,  in fact,  if a set of data derived from any 

statistical process could not bo fit by a 3-parameter model.   The useful- 

ness of the distribution to describe the fiber strength of Indian cotton, 

statures for adult males born in the Dritish Isles,  and the breadth of boons 

of Phaseolus Vulguris,  lies in its ability to "simulate" a wide range of 

more conventional distributions such as exponential,   normal,  and log- 

normal, as well as less common shapes. 

Where the theory has been tested,  particularly in rock,  the results 

were poor.    Hudson (8) found that the theory would not predict either the 
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effect of changing dimensions or the between test variotions in 3 and 4 

point bending sufficiently well. 

There arc two entirely independent reasons why Wei bull's theory 

might not work.    Tne first lios in the theory used in deriving tquation 1-1. 

Only if failure initiation in any volurr.c clonicat londs to cataclysmic 

structural failure with no Increase in stress can equation 1-1 bo considered 

valid.    We have previously seen injl roc»; is not u v.i.iU-;.t hni; n...lori^l 

under common loading sltu<.lions.    Equation 1-1 c-jnncl.  then,   DQ proF>erly 

applied to rocks. 

The second reason for the failure of the theory is in U.e choice cf 

r{x).   Tne function is a material properly for any weakest link material. 

There is no Justification at all for selecting the Weibull fundier.,  und 

thus no reason to expect that the constants are material properties.    The 

application of equation 1-3 to any material is sin.ply a curve-fitting 

process,  in the Some sense as polynomial curve fiiunn to physio'il or 

other data.    It may bo convenient computationally ;*ut putting physical 

•interpretation o.i the thiec Woiball's material constants :s .is ris».y as 

interpreting the coefflcionij; of a curve fit polynon.icil. 

Oven if we reject Woibull'i theory its inadequate,  it i^oints up ui 

least one indispensable fcict:  in interpreting laboratory stron<jlh tcsl anJ 

designing rock structures, we canno* use strength dclorministically.    V.'o 

must instead look for and design to a rrobihiliiy of failure. 

pellvibilny 

Quite niiunilly,  th<; vocabulary onl much of the mat hematics del- 

ing with the probability of failure are found in ihe hlorjture cf rolh.hiliiy. 

Unfortun.itcly,  workers in rnltability are usually concerned with the 

pi'obability of element or system (allure as a iunction el time,  without 

regard to whether it is load or strength or both which change with time or 

are probabilistic function«; of time.    Two coneopl •. from basic reliability 

theory are important here:   chain teli.ibility and redundancy. 
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Chain reliability is represented by a series circuit (Fig.  1-1) in 

which ouch element must remain uufailed for the system to be unfailod. 

—13 [H—o—ca CD— 
FIG.   1-1      Chain UclKtbility 

It Px ij the probability that element \ is unfailed. then qx 1 - Px 

is the probability that element x is fdilud. The reliobilily R of the system 

Is 
R ■  Wcr»h 

The probability of system failure Q     1 • R is then: 

O -   1 - P P P   P   P w rA li1 C D C 

We previously encountered the some notion In the dorivation of 

Woibull's theory v.'hcre by loklng the proUibility of failure (P   -  1 - P •  q) 

as the some for all elements, we found the probability of system failure 
V 

0 = 1 - (1 - P )   (or V series elements. 

Redundancy is represented by ä paiüllol circuit (Fig.  1-2) giving 

the opposite formulation.    Mere it is asr.umcd that if «my element Is 

unfailod, the system is unfailod. 

PIG. 1-2  Redundancy 

Taking qx as the probability of element failure as before,  we have 

Q   -   qAVc 



and 
1-01- qAqbqc 

The resultlmj Wclbull typo niodcl for tho rcdundutit material would have: 

Pv   -    (P )V - cxp lv log (1* )]. 
o o 

Given ageilii thdl P   - qx is a funclion of ihc stress,  we could write 
o 

Pv   -   cxp (>(•(.) dv). (l-4j 

Wo would tiguln hi- faced with the problem of linüir.g ('{ ) lor the t;..ilciidl 

in qucsliuit. 

Notice that equation 1-4 doscrlbos a material which loies no 

strength with element (allure while the Welbuli weakest link material 

lost all of Ms strenQti. with element failure.   The redundant material is 

clearly a (>ourer model (or rock than the weakest link material;   the truth 

is somewhere in between. 

Anolh r appro ich to prohoblllly of fallvr».,  which WJ rholl fini 

extremely useful,  is that token by Kccecloylu • nH Corn.ier (J2.).   They 

deiorminc the pro>>abjlity of faihtr«. of a structui.il coii.p^nenl by ass;;:, lug 

that It is equal to the probability th.»t a stall M'cally dir.lributud stres.i 

e::ct e-ls a statistically distributed strcnqlh.    They cnurnrrate o large 

number of factors which cause both stress and strength to be probabilistic 

rathe»" !h«n fixed quantities.    They recommend finding a failure governing 

stress for the componvnt and modifying the IK.T- in.»l stress» at tho probable 

failure point by various (actors using Monte r.irlo (or all variables con- 

ccrnod to prtxluce un empirical freq%icncy distiib.ition for sUef.s.    Similarly, 

an empirical dinlributltin co.ild be constructed Jor ;,ii«;n(;ih by starting with 

the nomiivil (handbook) strength of the material.    They say little about 

(mdin : the distributions of the individual variables making up the stress 

and strength distributions but indicate that the strength distribution can 

be found by testing a number of actual components under the actu<il en- 

vironmontal conditions of their use.    This would leave only the lo.id 
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distribution and certain environmental factors in the stress distribution. 

Kccccioglu «ind Cormier show how to compute reliability R or the 

probability of comiKmcnt failure Q ( -  1 - R) from the distributions of 

strength (3) and stress (s).    If f{S) and g(s) are probability density func- 

tions as shown in fig.  1-3,  then the probability that stress is in the 

interval ds about S. is area A.. 

•w ds ds . /    %   . 
(sl " T ~   s  ^  si + ~2       :    «(Sj) ds   =   Aj 

The probability that S > s is the shaded area under the strength density 

curve A.. 

P(S > Sj)      /    f(S) dS   -   A2 

81 

The probability of no failure,  i. e.,  the reliability,  at s   is the product of 

these two probabilities. 
CD 

dR  -   gCSj) ds x /    f(S) dS 
sl 

Reliability of the componer.i is the probability of the strength ox- 

cccdlng the stress over tho entire runge of applied stresses: 

00 00 

R   -   /dR   ^   /    g(s)[/ f(S) dSjds (1-5) 
-00 s 

An altornative formulation can be found from the probability that 

stress is less tl an sticngth: 

00 s 

R  =   /     f(S)(/     g's) ds]dS (1-6) 
•00 -00 

By using the properties of density functions: 
00 

/     f(S) dS   =    1 
-co 

and oo 
/     g(s) ds  .   1 
-00 
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f(S)   1 
9(s)   T 

FIG.-1-3     GENERAL   STRCSS a STRENGTH 
DISTRIBUTIONS 



it can prcsunidlily bo shown that 1-S and 1-6 are equal. 

KqudtioiLS 1-5 tind 1-6 dm bo readily solved numerically.    Lxacl 

solutions lor coimuon prolxibility functions are obviously much more diffi- 

cult,    h/ using an .illcrn.ito approach,   Kococioglu and Cormier (jive the 

exuel solution for the case where both stress and strength are normally 

distribuU'J. 

The density functions for the normal distributions are: 

y(s)      —~- ^pt-^——) 1 
s s 

and __ 

HS)      —kr   cxpl-^   (^-)   ] 
b S 

where ■-■ and s are tt'.o means and c and o   are the standard deviations. 
o 

Reliability is tiic probability' that strength exceeds stress or that 

S -  s > 0.     Taking S ~ s -  ',   reliability is the probability that C > 0.    The 

distribution of ".,  called the difference distribution,   is also normal and 

is thus: __   - 

h{')       7r~    exp I - | {J^~)  ] (i-7) 

where C   -'    S - s 

2 ^   2 
and 0-   -   o,, + o 

f, S       s 

Reliability R is given by the positive density of '.    Thus: 
CD 

R  :    PC > 0)   u   /    h(r) df (1-8) 
o 

The probability of failure" Q (    1 - R) is given by: 
o 

Q  =   P(   <0)   =   /     h(C) dC (1-9) 
-00 

This is the shaded area in Figure 1-4.    The solution to equation 1-8 

oi 1-9 cm be found from tables for the standard noimal distribution by first 

making the transformations of mean and standard deviation indicated by 

equation 1-7. 
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The i'ji.hU'!,. of jpproxiinattng stress and strength by normal distri- 

Itutiünr ron.^inu.    Wjihoul iitr.oalinq the justiiicatiun in detail,  iCecccioglu 

.md Cosmic r but;*  •••.t th.it rvormal distributions tun bo approximated (ruiti 

p." j.-ir. »:.tK .  i ocl likely,  »inJ opiin i^llc estlinates of slrcnglh or sUcss. 

If wo lohe ...  I», and c- .is the thic»- estimates then: 

a 4 '1h ♦ r 
s       .-~  

(I-10) 
c - u 

0 
8 0 

au- fuisldcrtHJ CK^KI apptoximaUons    They .»!«• based on the optimistic 

and pussiti istlc estlrr.itoB being thico standard deviations above and below 

the itciii. uvjpecllvcl/.    The weights ndght noed to bo different but the 

concept is highly upplirablo to structural design tn ruck and i»,  ns we 

shtill noc,  vcty r.uch preferable to the use of sjlcly (actors, 

Tho K.jlcly UK Xitt Is defined us the r^iio of sttcnglh to stress. 

Uy luhlnj l').- j,»Ho of iho n.oan V.JIIK'S of the di:.tiibuled r.ir«:«;s and sticnglh 

ns a s.tff'ly hietor,  Kecccloglu aivi Cormier fHrtnl oui some fullacies in 

the ur.o o! sofc ly factors for design. 

Desiunf-rs gcn»;r.»lly boliovc tluit a safety facto» above some pro- 

conceived voluc (for ex.implo, four to eight for rock in tension) will icsult 

in no component (ailuru.    On tho contrary, with these or even higher 

t.ifety factors,  there exists some finite prubabilit/ of failure which might 

vury from acceptably lov. to intoleruhly high.    Simllurly,  It is commonl/ 

bollevid that u safety factor of one will result in certain (allure.    In fact, 

1( r.lresc and strength distribution a nro normal (or any symmelric dirtrihu- 

llon).  .1 safety f.ictor of one gives a probability of failure oi 0. 5 regardless 

of the standard deviations involved.    Cvcn a safety factor less than one 

doos not result In certainly of failure. 

Kccecloglu and Cormier point out two ways In which failure pro^xib- 

ililios might vary with a constant s.dcty factor. 
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1. The moan of the stress and strength distributJoit can be c.•.?.. od 

in the seme proportion with fixed stundaru deviations.    If both an« in- 

croased, the probability of failure decreases and vice versa. 

2. The standard ueviutions can bo altered while keoping the 

means fixed.    In this caäc. an increase of one o: both standard dovititions 

Increases the probability of failure. 

They quote exumples whoro v/iih a constant safely factor ol 2. i», 

the toUabliity of a component might tungu ftoi   . bf 2d up to 1-JOT 

Finally,  it should IKJ noted tfiat llauyen (JJJ h..«, wniton a booh 

detailing ways for design of mcchamoil and elccttomechuri!ci>l devices by 

this method. 
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CHAPTOI  II 

A or.i:- niMUNsioKAi. MODUL 

The chlol crltlrjr.m of the Wefbull Ihcory,  lnso(<ii «»s Its applica- 

tion to rock is oonccrm d.  in thai n is* t% wcnikOKt link model.   An otlcwpt 

to fom.ulaii' »i Wcibull-typa tieatmcnl basod on <i redundant model gave 

an Uiuirccplublo result because It allowed for no dotorionitlon with oloincnl 

fttiluru, creating a sort of strongest link ntodol. 

A simple, nvii. •! Jin ..lly elegant one-dimensional model which 

allows for siiuctural deterioration with element failure has been con- 

structed i'/ Hudson {■'.    This model nakeft use oi distributions of stress 

and strength in a lunn.r strikingly similor to Kececioglu t.nd Cormier'5 

rcltabilily computation.   There is an important difforonce,  however. 

'Rather than l>cing concerned with probability ol failure of an entire com- 

ponent,  Mudrton's model looks at the piobabilily of failure of an infinilo- 

simal element, and deteriorates the structure in a systematic way as each 

element fails. 

The model la moM easily visualised an a largo number of par.tllcl 

elements,  similar, as Hudson points out, to the surings in a mattress. 

Hudson works entirely in toriiis of strain ta.her thon stress, «nd 

further assumes that the assemblnqe is to l>e tested in a "stiff (stroin- 

controlled) irachlne. 

As the asseuiblcigo is loaded,  a mean strain (disturbance) Is applied 

to the 8|>ccimon.   The strains on each element,  however, are assumed to 

be distributed about this» mean.    Hudson, as did Kececioglu and Cormier, 

assumes a normal distribution for illastration,*   the model is not, however, 



dcp ridoiii on the choice of distribution.    lie assumes Uuit oach •lemont 

is linearly elastic until its strain reaches u cerUin value,  at which falluio 

occurs and the element can no longer sustain load.   As the npycimen is 

loaded liy the clr.iin-contrciiled m>ichino.  the ii.c<in strain is F.rcsur.,rd to 

incrcose nionotonlcully.  i. e., it is tho Indcpondoiil variable and the total 

load or stress on the assemblage is the response. 

Hudson ufKiccounUit'ly takos the vuriancc& of mo tv.o distributions 

us: 
2       -. A.2        ,2       _?   2 
d d st. 

The effect of thl:. a^sumpltun is that as T.   is incrr.a.'.ed through tho tc:.t, 
d 

tho variance of tho t , distribution alru. increuscs.    Koto tl-il »•   remains d s 
conr.tant so ti at tho assunplion that variance is a function of mean valuo 

a   2 
has no oflect.   Tin? quantity •   /I   is r.ir.iply an arbitrary conr.tanU 

s 
Hudson iKiinls out thut x and 1 slioulH be chosen so lliol 7. and Z 

d b 
arc always greater than tJirec sUirnlarU dcvj-.tionc away from /oro.   Thin 

v :il reduce the mtmbcr of ragativo strains and slxoivjlhn to abo'it 0. 13* 

of the total.    IJnlKnmdod distribution:: havo tho flight disadvont ige of 

alwuyt produoing some negative valuer..    Because slandutd doviotion is 

the sqtiare root of the varianco,  the requirument is sulisflcd by x <<nd 1 

themselves exceeding tluec. 

As t. is increased,  elements fail in succession;   folluro occurs a 
in each clon.ent when c .•' « . At any v.iluo of «., tho probability of fail- 

ure is given by the difference normal distribution •»■; shown by Kecccioglu 

and Cormlor. 

liudson next makes the crucial ossumption that tho rcsjstanco of 

the over.ill aFsombl.igc is proiiortioual to I (T .), the "survivul function" 

or |ito|>ortion of elements unfailcd ut uny t ..   Taus: 

or =   Cl^d)cd (II-l) 

where o    •■■   mean stress response 

and C        a constant of puipoitiotuility. 



AH * . appruiichos zero, the .urviv. I fraction  I   approaches one. 

thu;: the constaht C Is the tangent modulus «it zoro load or Young's Modulus 

of the tnatciial.   The: quantity C 1 in the rel.ition between stress <snd strain 

at any point aivi is therefore the* secant ir.olulus. 

Resulting tluorelic<il stres»~stralrt curves for the assumption that 

k     1 itrc shown in figure 11-1.    In general nhapo, the .< curves bear u 

m.iO.cU sir.ilurity to csmpiclc r.lrcss-strain curves foe rock in compression. 

Kuto   '.•.;-.; fork    I ■ co, tho 'poifoctly homogeneous•• case, the stioss 

drops ti):,ttint..n'-ou..)y to zero «md the i. odrl teprenents a v/eakest link 

material. 

Ihe behavior shown in ligure II-1 oan best be described as "ivo- 

gicssivu (itlurc" oi. as Hudsi»! puts it,  "structural breakdown. ■   Clearly, 

such a process repieruits an apt way to describe the \va/ rock falls. 

n^vclopiynt of a Nut-.ierleal. Model^ 

In oidcr to i:>vustigato some of the* ramiilcations of Hudson's nodol, 

*a discrete numerical ; ...'.•! w«i conslrucied and progr.ni.n ed for tho digital 

computer. 

There ore a finite numbct of elements N arranged in parallel as 

before.    It is c u..u.i   ry in rock meclioniCK work to use original specimen 

dimensions in computing »trnss and strain.   The increase and later reduc- 

tion of area in a compression specimen is ignored and strain is taken as 

"onglnaortnfl* rather than "tTuc" strain.   Tho model can bo simplified, 

therefore, without sacrificing generality, by working in terms of force 

and displacement rather than ■traai and strain. 

Hudson asttinot th.it the reduction in stiffooat as each element 

falls is a constant.   Tho total stilfness K of a collection of parallel elastic 

elements is the sum of clement stiffnesses k ,  thus: 

N 
> 

1  1 
>   kj      KK . 
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Tb-   lot il fore». I' on the ooscinblage Is: 

N N 
r = >   f   - :•   k r   ,  ur K 01-2) 

whuro Cj  -   the dlntributcil fluincm dlRpluccmont 

ami T.   •    the moan clomont dispIacomonU 

As Uu dir.uriliuuon of '.. is Inc'datod, i- o!>."jtiting the dlstuibincn 

Into the assomUago, ihu individual ". vwlll begin It» exceed tho dittributod 

st'-rsjilis n .   We will o.:suiro lh.it th;»y loco tht «r lOv^l l^eatiry c i|».iclly 

AR boforc and that v/e should deal only with the number of unfullcd ole- 

ments n whure: 

n «  1 N (11-3) 

and  1  is the     rviv.-l froclioa 

C^ombining aquottCMit 11-2 nnd 11-3, wc eoi: 

F -   nk^i.   I  nKCj*   I   K7^ (11-4) 

Which is lludRun'c equation (II-1) in lorrat of fotce ond disiih.cement. 

Noie tlul  I   i.. again u function of V ■ dilfntence diütrjbuUoti, this time 

of ('   - &.).    In pquot'.on It—1, K is the initial h'Jffness or Umgunl stlff- 

ncsi ond   1   K is tho r.t v...<,\ sUffnob... 

IM us first osk v/hüt v/ould happen if wo wore to distribute forces 

rather 11. in dinplaccmonts.    The element dlsphircmonts would still be dis- 

tributed In the some way nlnco f  - k s. and equ ilion (II-4) would still 

ensue.   The survivol fraction .■ ould still be the rc.ult of the difference 

di.'.tribution and lha forr of the resulting stross-siruin curvw«« would be 

un.illcred. 

The leault is rathM1 atirpriting slnoa tho form of tho complete stress- 

strain curve in lather different in a load-controlled (soft) machine.   We 

see,  however,  that wotl-.ing in terms of force liar, not modeled soft loading 

at all since it is f   that Is inrrcasod monotonically and not I'. 
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To make V the Independent vurlible, we need .1 lulo for tiistributiny 
n 

f. umony the surviving cloinrnls so that I' r ;   f .   With oui provioui 
1 l»l ' F 

ossuii.ption th it all k. wciu the s^ine,  the simplest tulo is to ntuS'.e i.il f   - *- i .1- in 

ami thus 1 « /.   This simply says thot the progressive (allure of tho in..tei- 

ial ronults entirely from inhomoijenoous strength. 

Two olht-r woys afe apparent.   T."C first Is to keep 1:.     K anH to 

asftuniQ that dllfering f't. rc.'jlt fro«:» a di-;tiibvition »( Initfcil dl.-.pl ccmenis. 

Womusthttvo^       0 so ih..i • -  0 al 1"    (•.   Then,  f,     k(^      ).   This 
o i 1      o 

couid also hj icprcsentod iif. .in Inillul lore dictii" '.in.! f k^  .   Th^ 1 o 
astumptlona that k. -  k and oJ initial (oreej or displöcements 01« physically 

less appculli.g tli.m the second (»ossihilU-/.    Hero v.c assume lh.it the 

disliihution of f. results frov. a distributed k  nnd that all f  - /. 
1 1 • 

The second oppruach was chosen for programming to test the clfoct 

of the distribution shape .»id slr.e on the resulting stress-strain d'ctually 

force-dJ.-.phicet.uMit) curves.    Hudson hnd compared the icsulir. of using 

l»oth diSiributiont) normal and Doih uniforn ar.d fonn < that the CMrves v.jrc 

almost Indistlngulsh-tbh*.   Thi.-; wus thought 10 he inconclusiv>*,  however, 

and the five bouixkd dlstribuiions discussed In Appendix A were programmed 

so lh.it the stiffness and strength distributions could br selected with »my 

shape, any mean, and any width ui variance desired. 

The model w.i?« fhsl progran.ined with o foici; fiilure criterion and 

arrangt.d so that f' . a given set of data, generated hy Memo C:.'ilci fiom 

the seloctad distrih;«lions,  both iorcc and displacement loading lesults 

were plotted.   Since the compatibility equation cays that all "   - ,% the 

loree f. on an element is k*'.   -  k •.    i'ailuie occurs wh^n 1      s , the 

strength oi the elnmcnt (nov; In force terms).   The order of (allure is thus 

dotonnlncd l»y the ratio s /k. which Is actually the failure value oi '.. 

V/«' soc that the sunposed force fiiluic <iilerlon has Ifcome a disi>lacemont 

failuro criterion due to the K-ntrlclions of the n.odel.   Ihis appio.irh was 

tricct with Int^ostlng result.-., but It was discovered that tee ratio of two 

random Varietes, even fiom the simple uniform distribution,  has .i complex 
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distribution which makea physic.il interprotatlon of tho effects of dir.lri- 

bution shupo »ml slyx- rather difficult,    A second vorslcn of tho progicim 

wMs written in which tho dh'.pldccment failure criterion war. gencrdtcd 

diroctly. 

I^ei us now look iit the workings of this pioiirani.    The number of 

olomcnts i« lead in along with the shape nnM variance of the distril»iiiions. 

Subtoutincs .ire ealloU wliich geiurultj .» sliffnuss and n strength value 

(now In di.splticcmonl units) for each clement.    The elements »iro then 

soiled and renumbered in order of Incn cising failure dlspl.icMnent anH 

the total stiffness of the assemhliuie Is computed.   In displacement lotul- 

ing. the total force is calculated from the given displacement and the 

total stiffness;   the stiffness of the; f.illod element is subtrocted to obtuln 

Ihu new tct.il stiffness und the pioccss is repented.   The arrays contain- 

ing total force and corresponding dlsplacemcnls are saved and can bo 

printed out 01 plotted or both. 

roice loading require!.", only e sllghl n-odificcilicn of the displace- 

ment procedure.   At each step, a check must bo mode to see If the failure 

of one element has redistributed forces In such a way as to cause failure 

of additional elements.   With o force failure criterion this can be done 

by direct comparison of new element force to strength.   It is much simpler 

(and more easily adapted to displacement failure),  however,  to check 

for a drop in total force at each step.    If such a drop occurs In tho dis- 

placement loading,  It Is Ignored In force loading and th«' previous force 

substituted. 

Since drops in (oico are nlways sm.jll and localized phenomena on 

the rislne side of the force displacement curve, the two methods tend to 

give nearly Identical plots up :o the peak of the curve.   After the peak is 

passed, the force loadincj curve merely displaces without limit at a con- 

stant force «md is uninteresting.   After some testing of these facts,  the 

oomputing and plotting of tho force loaded curve were discontinued.   The 

final version of tho one-dimensional program Is presented In Appendix B. 
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Wo note that the plotted path docs not ngreo in detail with either 

the force looding path or the displacement loading path.    Tho dro:r. in 

force In the displacement loading path become very smuil unlea.s ihc droj' 

in stiffness is a li.igc propevtion of the rernaining to'.ol ntlffncss ar, is 

grossly exaggerated in ihcso examples.   Deviations of the plotted path 

frum the displacement loading j Mh are therafore nogligil-lc In h'rgc 

assemblager of eloments.    Up to the poaJ: cf the curve: only lather gcnurül 

drops i'i force will CüU^O large dcviotiori;i of tho forco loading p.ith from 

the plol.    Except where such a gencrol dro;» iiiight oto'r,  it can be claimed 

that the plotted output fairly represents either force or displacement load- 

ing up to the peak of the curve. 

Tho model, a» developed above,  can theoictlcolly roproKenl ony 

rock loading Situation in which stress gradients can l<i- assumed negligible. 

This essentially precludes modeling oil but uniaxial tension and cuni- 

prossion tests. 

To reduce tho nunibor of Independent variables jn the mc'l' I and 

faciliUitc comparison between tests,  a hypothetical rock was selected fo»" 

modeling in a uniaxial compression test.   Th« specin t;n ij a cylindei 

with a diameter of ?. Inches and a length of <1 inches.    The rock has o 

modulus of '/. 0 x 10   psl giving a stiffness K    -r- of 6 x 10   Ihz.   it has 
J i 

a yield point of 7G00 psi or 24, 000 lbs, and it has a strength of about 

13, 000 psi or 40. 000 lbs. 

Results 

Tho one-dimcnsiunal model, as progi nrined in Appendix R,  has a 

largo number of independent variables.   Clearly, ti fddorial design in- 

volving sufficient levels of all variables ii. out of the question;  a system- 

atic reduction was attempted instead. 

The logical starting point is the number of elements N.    It seems 

reasonjble to assume that the effects of varying N will appear independently 

of the other variables in tho model (i. o., the distributions).    These effects 



aro of two distinct kinds.   The least important, but probably most obvious 

in the UQVICS which follow, is that tho plotting of smaller numbers of 

points hy a "conuuct tho doU" rulo will produce a jagged curve.   More 

iiiijori .üt is the ufatisticnl "law of lania numberr." which says ilvit If a 

"sufficiunt" number of sampler, is tahon, the sample distribution is arbi- 

trarily < lo.to to tho tlioorcttcal distribution.   This monns that as N 

approdchon infiitlty. tho curve product'd by the model becomes determinate. 

Tho numbot i>( olamcnls should be selected large enough to make tho force 

displacement curve umoolh and reproducible. 

This rcqiiirement must bo balanced against the increased cost, in 

terms of computing 'line, of increasing N.   rigureu 11-2 through 11-6 show 

the results of vcuying N (N     10.100, SOU, 1000) with both dlsttibutions 

uniform.   Tho curves for N -~ 500 and N «= 1000 are smooth and noarly in- 

distinguishable, while the curves for N    10 and N - 100 are rough and 

not rcprcirluclhle.   It was concluded that 500 elements were sufficient, 

and this number was useu iu tnocl of Ihr later trials. 

Originally, testing was done with A , the lower bound of tho 
s 

strength distrlbulion, fixed at. 004 Inch.   This was to simulate a rook 

with a yield point of 24, 000 lbs. or about 7,600 psl.   The modal It alastic 

until the first clement fails which will occur at the dlsplacomont where 

tho loail strength is exceeded.   The stiffness returns to x«ro when the 

last element falls, thus B   represents a "maximum" displacement   The 

result of changing the variance of tho strength distribution is shown in 

Figure 11-7.   Here the stiffness distribution was hold constant while the 

variance of the strength distribution ranged from Kero to 5.6 x 10* . 

Uoth distributions wore uniform for this test.   With bounded distributions 

the rolo of the strength variance, or specifically tho upper and lower 

bounds of tho strength distribution, is to fix tho yield point and the max- 

imum displacemont at which the specimen can bear load.   If A   and B 

arc coincident (variance - 0), the yield, peak and maximum displacement 

occur «it the same displacement and wcakont link failure occurs. 
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The effect of V.. it shown sitnllarly In lig.  ll-ü.   Hero V   Mti-Jca 

from xoru to 10 with both dUtributlons uyain unJforni.   The curve« mv 

quite Intorclüingcdble.   This un«*x|Jcc;to<l result is dut: \o Wto indcp^.» Lace 

of the stiflnrjas ami nirfi^ith diuUiUitk>nr..    in ihu i^oei'i:"   thu slrci'^thii 

are soiled in order, but Ixtcauso it is independent tho »tif'ness is still 

quite random.     Over o lorge ntin.lxjr of amaU «Jiss'lucti. t-.i r^topK,  I'KT i- 

foto, the drop in SIIIIIM >& ui each i icp will l<ud 10 tho nvm of the dis- 

Uibutlon which Is dct(r.idned haiorchund b> .wJ'Ti.r.j K.    lot o lot-il 

fttffftic.i; of v x 10   lbs,  each uliunum iKto n Rjean silffv ■... of (. « 10 /i," 

lbs«   Tho f.ict that tho force disfb.co:. •nt curvo is indclv-rident uf Ihr. 

stiffiiosi distribution is egaln illustrotod In lig. 11-9 where Ihr.- strongth 

distribution is again uniform and fixed and tho slifliiOPR diKtribuiio!) cftape 

Itself is varied.   Again the curvcu are interchancjcvblo. 

Figures It" 10 through II-K show the effect of tho flva possible 

shapes of the strength distrihuticm on the forcc-dispIa^tM!« nt curve, 

figure 11-10 shows Utu smooth, rathei sytniuetr^cal curvo produced ;// the 

uniform distribution.   Tig. 11-11, with the strength uniinodalJy disUibuted, 

is still smooth but has a peak about one-third higher thun Tig. U-JO. 

This is because fewer elements fall in tho oarly stages of displacement 

and the specimen retain» more stiffness at hlghet* displacements,   rig. 11-12 

•hows a still higher peal: caused by even loss clement failure at smnll 

dlsplaoeinents with tho left skewed distribution.   Fig. 11-13 shows tho 

opposite effect of the right skewed dlstrihulion where olcioentr. fall n.o^t 

rapidly In eorly loading and slower near the end, thus flattening the full- 

In'* side ul the face displacament curve.    1 inr.lly.  Tig. 11-14 shows the 

behavior whan the distriKition is bimodul, causing a plntoau effect in 

the middle range whero few elements arc falling. 

Up to this point,  the mluimwn of the strength dislribuilon A   was s 
fixed at 0. 004 inch. In rig. Il-lS.its effect is an.ilyzed independently with 

the strength disltibutioti uniUniu and the miidr.stim strength A   varying liom 
n 

0 to 0. 000 inch ami the strength variance huh' constant. 
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HiuK ''!'•. it.a'.lcl u-.ed j üxed n.can lathei than a fixed mlniinura 

k)r In.   : a jii ;l:i Ui.jU •'..".iHon.    \i\:-.   Il-lb Ibrouyh W-IO ühovv that the 

mii^cii. .1 i\>t >i y:. i.ww the c'laractnrj.ilic "Hudson" lajnily of curvcti Jf 

Iho nii.-aii !... fi.-'u'',   in Uii.s case lo Ü. ui^ inch. 

U'g^rcUoi.' t»' I1 . varyl'i«! variance,  each family of curves is seen 

to r.lwiH c coüui'on pciuL,   Ti,i^ i oint is always located at the displacement 

corrc^pon'-nnj to Uw i; ;ai> of tin   r.licJKjtli distribution.    Tor the three 

Kymmclrjcril f'.isin 1-uiIons (unüc rr.,  unur.od.il and bii.iocial), tie force «A 

lb'   S!;.M.' pv>iiil 1.". liic i IM!, fence Cor the- homocjonoous (no vananco) CLMVO. 

Ihi;. is hrc.iuso ui tii^ rucan sli» ujlh half of the clcmonts havo failed and 

the stiüii ;;;, i« {hue cut in half.    Similarly, the skewed curves have 

shared points: at onr'-third and two-thirds the peak force of the hoinooen- 

eous curves. 

finally,  we r.ee that the curves for the no variance case are all 

Identical,    This unroölisUc belmvior is the only possible result cf cir.sum- 

incj that rock i:-: uniform and tha! stresses are uniform in a uniaxial test. 

Conclmdons 

The one-dlmenslonal numeiical model agrees qualitatively with 

Hudson's results if similar assumptions are made.   The use of bounded 

distributions and numerical techniques allows the effect of all variables 

to be examined in detail.    In addition   it allows physical interpretations 

to be placed on parameters as follows: 

1)     The C in Hudson's model (Eq.  11-1) is the Young's modulus 

of the material. 

C I   is the secant modulus at any displacement. 

The disUlbution of stiffness,  if independent of strength, 

has no cCfnct. 

The minimum of the strength distribution determines the 

yield p'>int. 

The tuaxinuim of the strength distribution determines whoie 

the foKx' displace't;vnl curve u:lurns lo the. axis. 

2) 

3) 

4) 

i>) 
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(•)     Tin- };h.ii • of iho furtv displuCfniout curve can be quali- 

lalivtlv « > .;» ri:>oci in U xma o( thf sh«tpo of ihfe »Uuitgth 

dist'il tiik'iu 

/ !i!:c i.'i »t ..VTI . unf.   ^I". U: to quantItativoly «todol n particular 

roc1, iti .1 unf.ixidl li .t ii.-.in<i thl**. inrttiod, tho inudol h.iR grent value in 

intoip.-.'f i.; tin  j^roucsaiVv failurr of rock in trrms of inhomo^oncity of 

lliC Ili.lt. . li). 
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APPENDIX A 
-• 

DISTRIBUTIONS a 

The five distribution functions used in this study tire bored on n 

set of functions sugcosted by Hummorle (_14) for digital computing.    The 

first,  the uniforr.i distribution,  is well known,  and the others arc derived 

from it in the following way: 

1) A variate from the unimodal distribution is obtained by adding 

■   two random variates from the uniform distribution. 

2) A variate from either of the skewed distributions is obtained by 

doubling either the largest (KSKEW*) or the smallest (LSKEW*) of 

* two variates from the uniform distribution. 

[ 

I 
I 
! 

3)     A variate from the blmodal distribution is obtained taking a variate 

from the unimodal distribution and subtracting from 1 if less than 

1 and from 3 if greater than 1. 

Most large computers have available a subroutine which produces 

pseudo-random uniformly distributed numbers.    At UWCC (the University 

of Wisconsin Computing Center),  a function RANUN which can be called 

from Fortran programs, returns uniform variates in the range 0 to 1 (15). 

Since the uniform variates are in the range 0 to 1, the procedures described 

above for the other distributions produce numbers in the range 0 to 2. 

In order to provide numbers In the range a to b, a scaling technique sug- 

gested by Naylor,  et al.   (16),  was used. 

To test the generation and scaling routines cumulative distribution 

functions were found for 1, 000 variates In the range 2 to 8 for «ach dis- 

tribution.   These are shown In Tigs. A-l to A-5 and are seen to match very 

well the functions expected from integration of the continuous distribution 

functions. 

Subroutine RSKCW actually produces a distribution which is.loft skewed, 
1. o.,  the mean of the distribution is to the right of the midpoint with the 
tail of the distribution stretched out to the lelt.   Similarly,  LSKEW produces 
a right skewed distribution. 
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It should be noted that except lor the uniform distribution the 

functions used ore not stochastically derivable (jusUfiable) in the sense 

that the normal, gamma, and other commonly used in simulation arv. 

There is no reason whatever to expect that those distributions represent 

the properties of real reel..    (There is,  however,  nothing which,  at the 

present time at least,  would lend to an expectation lhr:t any other distri- 

bution represents rock properties.    This problem is unstudied and relatively 

unstudiable as well).   They were chosen because they are cheap to gen- 

erate on a digital computer (a single normal variate requires the generation 

of 12 uniform varintes by the Telchroew approximation (16) or fiorn 6 to 

12 times longer than methods used here), and because they represent a 

sufficient varicly of behavior that the eftecL of distribution shapes on 

progressive failure could be thoroughly examined.   An added benefit is 

that the distributions are all bounded on a range of a to b,. allowing physi- 

cal interpretation to be placed on the bounds a and b. 

As proposed by Hemmerle, the statistics of the 1 derived distribu- 

tions had not been studied,  and calculation of the mean önJ variance 

wore required accoxding to: 
b 

r.(x)   s /   xf(>:)dx CA-1; 
a 

and . 
2 b  2 

E{xl   =    /  x^ f(x) dx (A-2) 
a 

The results of these intogrationt are shown in Table A-1.   Also 

shown is the width of each distribution (b-a) in tcrirs of Ih^ vojiaiv:e 

V00 whore V(X) is given by: 

VOO      i:(xz) - [E(x))2 (A-3) 
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TABLE  A-l 

STATISTICS FOR riVE„DJSTRtfUjTIor::; 

No. Distribution E(X) 1                 E(XZ) b-a 

1 D nif orm 
(UNIIRM) 

a + b 

1          2 

2                   7 
ü   + ab + b 

3 
12V 

2 Unimodnl 
(UKIMOD) 

a 4 b 
2 

7a2 + 10ab + 7b2 

24 
12V 

3 Right Skev/ed 
(LSKEW) 

b+ 2a 
3 

b2 + 2ab + 3a2 

6 
18V 

4 Left Skewed 2b-i-a 
3 

3b2 + 2ab + a2 

6 
18V 

5 Bimodul a -f b 
2 

2                     2 
3a   + 2äb + 3b' 

B 
8V 
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APPEMDiX   B 

ONK-DIMEMSiONAL PKOGI'JvM 

The following püoes contain a listing of the main program and 

seven subroutines, all in Fortran )V which were used to produce the force- 

displacomont plots in Chapter II.    The programs contain references to 

numerous subroutines provided by the University of Wisconsin Computing 

Center (UWCC)    as system library routines.    Most of those arc involved 

with the graphics package which produced the plots.   The operation of 

the programs is described briefly below.   While the programs as presented 

can be run only on the Univac 11GÖ at UWCC, it is hoped that some 

insights into the model can be gained from their presentation here.    It is 

further hoped that the distribution subroutines will be useful to others 

interested in simulation. 

The main program first fills arrays containing element stiffness 

(STirr) and strength (DISM) v/ith random variables from the appropriate 

distribution by calls to CCNS and GENK.    It computes initial total stiffness 

(TSTf) and uses a UWCC utility routine (URSORT) to sort both arrays in 

ascending order of strength.   In displacement '.oading, the force (FORCE) 

at each load increment is computed as the product of current total stiff- 

ness and the failure displacement (DISPL).   The total stiffness is then 

reduced by the stiffness of the failed element.   The arrays (FORCE and 

DISPU are then scaled and plotted. 

Subroutines GCNK and GENS fill arrays STIFF and DISM, respect- 

ively, with random variables by calls to approprjatc distribution sub- 

routines.   These-array-filling routines also compute sample statistics 

for comparison with distribution statistics. 

The distribution subroutines (UNIFRM, UNI MOD. RSKEW.  LSKLW, 

BIMOD) obtain random variates from the five distributions as described 

in Appendix A. 
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PARTB 

MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR OF ROCK UNDER CYCLIC FATIGUE 

1 2 By Bexalel C. Halmson and Chin Man Kim 

INTRODUCTION 

Rock and rock structures such as open-pit benches, mine esca- 

vatlons, bridge abutments, dam and road foundations undergo cyclic 

loading caused by earthquakes, traffic, drilling, blasting, etc.   This 

type of loading often causes a material to fail at a stress lower than 

its determined strength, a phenomenon   called fatigue.   Fatigue 

characteristics are usually presented in the form of an S-N curve 

(stress level versus the number of cycles required to bring about 

failure).   The top stress value that appears to be unaffected by cyclic 

loading is sometimes called the fatigue limit.   Cyclic fatigue in 

structural materials such as metals, concrete and soil has been 

thoroughly investigated in the last decades.   Rock fatigue, however. 

has received only little attention.   An early attempt to establish 

fatigue characteristics of a limestone was inconclusive mainly due to 

a very limited number of tests undertaken (3).   Burdine (1). however, 

ran an extensive series of compressive cyclic loading tests in Berca 

Sandstone, discovered that the rock was definitely weakened by repet- 

itive loading, and determined S-N curves for different testing condi- 

tions.   Hardy and Chugh (4) used modern equipment to improve testing 
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procedures and concluded that three additional rock types were fatigue 

prone even under a low maximum number of cycles per test (10, 000). 

The present paper reports the results of the first phase in a compre

hensive experimental study of rock cyclic fatigue. The main objectives 

of the investigation are to provide engineers quantitative results in the 

form of S- N curves obtained for different rock types under various 

stress conditions, to determine the fatigue strength of failed rock for 

the use of mine designers and earthquake researchers, and to provide 

a better understanding of the f:?..tigue mechanism by strain measure

ments and careful observations of fabric changes. 

LABORATORY EQUIPMENT AND TEST PROCEDURES 

Rock Specimens 

Two rock types have been used in the reported study. White 

Tennessee Marble was chosen because of its uniformity, isotropy 

and fine grain size. It has been extensively tested and is known to 

have very consistent mechanical behavior (6). Georgia Marble was 

selected for the ease with which it can be controlled in its post failure 

mode {the descending part of the complete stress··strain curve). 

Cylindrical specimens, 1. 0 inch in diameter and 2. 5 inch long, were 

cored out of a large rock block by diamond drilling in one 

direction only. The automatically-fed coring yielded straight smooth 

rock cylinders that did not require further machining. Specimen ends 

were surface ground nntil flat and parallel faces .were obtained to with

in 0, 001 inch. The specimens were then oven dried at l20°F for a 

week prior to testing. 

Apparatus 

Specimens were loaded in an electro-hydraulic servo-controlled 
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loading machine of 100, 000 lbs. capacity. A general view of the 

entire apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. The machine can be programmed 
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FIG. 1 LOADING S'YSTEM, ELECTRONIC CO!\TH.OLS AND 
DA'l'A ACQUISITION li'JSTRU1VIENTS. 

through a function generator to apply cyclic loading to a specimen by 

controlling either stress or strain rates. In the experiments 

described a constant ratP. of compr·essive load was applied to speci

mens using a triangu1ar wave shape. A digital counter gave the 

number of cycles per test, and an X- Y recorder was used to plot 

stress-strain or strain-time curves. The load applied to specimens 

was sensed by a dynamic load cell mounted on the hottom part of the 

machine cro·sshead. The longitudinal strain was measured through 

strain gages mounted on a system of double cantilevers (Fig. 2) . 

'l'he rings holding the cantilever device were threadecl on to the 

platens in contact with the rock specimens and held in place by 

locking nuts. This method of attachment proved superior to the pre

viously used set-sc1·ews which tended to ~lip in long duration tc~ts. 
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FIG. 2 LOADING .JIG WITH SPECIMEN, CAI'-I'"TILEVER SET 
AND SWIVEL HEAD. 

The platens had a diameter only slightly larger than that of the 

specimens and were part of a loading jig especially built fot these 

tests. The lower platen was rigidly attached to the hydraulic ram; 

the :_tppcr platen contained a swivel head mer.hanism to ensure that 

complete contact was made with the specimen. To prevent slippage 

of the swivel head, six bolts were used to lock it to the part of the 

loading jig rigidly attached to the crosshcad. The loC'king of the bolts 

was a tedious job, carefully performed to ensure good alignment 

between specimen and platens. Overtightening of one of the bolts 

could cause misalignment and hence prcrnature failure in cyclic 

testing. Utmost care was, however, taken in specimen installation 
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and the consistency of the results testify to the success of the method. 

Experimental Program 

The portion of the fatigue testing program that has been c~rried 

out so f::i.r, and is described in this paper, was limited to uniaxial 

compression. The intent wne to test rock cylinders under com

pressive loading increased steadily from zero load to 1. certain upper 

peak, decreased at the same rate to the initial point, and cycled 

until failure occured. To prevent loss of contact !Jetwecn samr1~e and 

platens at zero load, the lower peak of the compressive cycle was 

moved up to around 200 psi ancl was kept approximately constant 

throughout the testing program. The upper peak, however, was set 

anew for each test. 

The cyclic rate used was intended to ·simulate the frequencies of 

the major pulses in earthquakes 0-2 cps) and blasting ( 10 cps). In 

the tests described the frequencies were kept at 1-4 cps. The higher 

frequencies were preferred because of shorter test duration, but the 

lower frequencies (1-2 cps) were necessary when stress-strain 

recordings were made, due to the X- Y plotter response limitaticns. 

The maximum number of cycles per test was kept at 106 with a few 

exceptions when the figure was exceeded. To obtain a representative 

S-N curve the fatigue life of specimens (number of cycles to failure) 

was determined for different upper-peak stress values. The general 

procedure was to reduce the maximum applied load from test to test 

until the fatigue life of the specimens reached 10
6 
cycles. 

Cyclic tests were also run on specimens that had been first 

loaded up to their peak compressive stress carrying capacity. In 

Georgia Marble, specimens were actually brought to 70% of the peak 

stress capacity on the descending side of the compl.ete stress- strain 

curve, and only then cyclicly loaded. In order to test the fatigue 

characteristics of these failed specimens quasi-static strain-



conlrolkd lo:.1diu[~ was used lo bring the rock to tht' initial condition 

for cyclic stress- controlled loading. 

EXPEH.Il\1E!\l.' AL RESULTS 

The mo~:t extensive testing in the program has been carried out 

in White Tennessee i\1::trble. The first stage of the experimental work 

was to determine the cor .. prcssivc strength of the rock, a value to be 

used a~-: the uppet· limit to the maximum applied stress in cyclic 

loading. Specimens were lo.:1ded stress-controlled, at four cliiferent 

rates, two in the quasi-static range, and two in the dynamic range 

used in the cyclic loading. The results (Table 1) sho'.Y that the 

TABLE l.--COl\1PHESSIVE STI1ENGTTIS OF WHITE 'l'ENNESSEE 
MAHBLE AT DIFFEH.ENT LOADING HATES 

-- ---- ----.·--
Loading rate No. of I Mean Compressive Standard Deviation .-------

(psi/ sec) Specimens I strength (psi) psi o/o I 

i 

40 e 19' 7 40 355 1.8 

100 11 21,150 900 4.2 

50,000 12 23,285 840 3.6 

200,000 7 24,890 425 1.7 
------

compressive st1 cngth varies considerably with the rate of loading. 

Hence, whenever this parameter is employed it should be accompanied 

by thc> conditions under which it was determined. Because of the high 

rc1=:ponse rcC]uircd, a storage type oscilloscope was employed to 

directly rccqrcl the stress strain curve in each of lhC' tests. By 

photographing the oscilloscope trace a pe!·manent record was obtained. 

The first important coaclusion drawn from cyclic testing of White 

Tennessee Marble is that it is definitely weakened by repetitive loading. 

The fatigue effect can best be verified from the S-N cu·f.'ve shown in 

Fig. 3. The stre.ss is given in percentage of the compressive strength 
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FIG. 3 S-N CURVE FOH WHITE TENNESSEE IviAHBLE 

at 50, 000 psi/ sec. Most of the tests were run at 4 cps, 'vhile some 

were run at 1 or 2 cps for the purpose of recording stress-strain 

characteristics. No apparent difference was found between the 

frequencies used as far as specimen fatigue life was concerned. The 

S-N curve clearly shows that as the maximum compression clecrc-:1scs 

the life expectancy of a specimen increases. Fig. 3 also indicates 

that the spread of experimental points wa3 surprisingly limitC'd, due 

to the uniformity of the rock a.s well as the great care taken in the 

preparation and operation of ti1e tests. In a semi-logarithmic plot, 

as the one shown in Fig. 3, the average relationship between the 

maximum applied stress (S) and the number of cycleR needed to cause 

failure (N) is given by a straight lin£.', At 75% of the dynamic 



compressive stren;:th used specimens did not fail within the experi

mental limit of 10
6 

cycles. l\loreover, when loaded monotonically to 

failure at the conelusion of the cyclic test, they did not show any sign 

of v:cal:ening or strengthening effects. Il is hardly expected that rock 

will lH' mtujected ton larger number of similar landing cycles during 

the expected life of <1n cnginccl'ing structure. In an earthquake, for 

cxamph·. no mon• than 100-200 cycleR nrc encountered (2). Hence, 

the val1w of l7,4BO !JSi (::0, 75 x 23, 2Bfl p;:;i) cnn be used as the fatigue 

limit or the critical cr)mpressive strength of White Tennessee Marble. 

A design in intact rock using this value, not only is protected against 

statk and dynamic st resscs but a ls0 against all kinds of cyclic loading. 

Typical stres~: strain cruvcs are shown in Fig. 4. Permanent 

N = 4 cycles N= 33 cycles N =3700 cycles 
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str·nin nppenrs to nccumulntc in the rock with the cli~sipation of n 

rclati\'cly high amount of energy. Comrnon to all tests is the phcn.om-

sA 



enon of rather large hysteresis it& the first few cycles, an almost 

complete closure in the next group of cycles, and a reopening in the 

last several cycles prior to failure. The hysteresis in the first 

cycles is probably due to the very high peak loads which take the rock 

to beyond its linear clastic limit and into the zone of irreversible 

structure changes. In the very short life tests, the damage done by 

the high stresses is irreparable and the specimens break before 

reaching the second stage. For lower applied maximum stresses the 

phenomenon of hysteresis closure occurs f:ccmingly due to micrt,

crack propagation being blocked and the linear cbslic limit being 

lifted. As cyclic loading continues, the actual fatigue phenomenon 

eventually takes place, internal cracking rcinitiatcs, the hysteresis 

grows and the specimen finally fails. 

The amount of strain difference between the upper peaks of the 

last and first stress- strain cycles h.ts been closely followed. No 

hard conchtAions can he drawn af> yet, but it appears that it is defi

nitely limited by the strain difference between the ascending and the 

descending parts of the cornplcte stress-strain curve for the same 

value of stress. This implies that the complete stress-strain curve 

actually defines the limit of strain that can he applied to a rock at a 

certain stress level, without producing failure. Quantitatively, the 

amount of strain difference variC'd between 25- 35 x 10-
5 

inch/inch, 

which is within the limit set by the complete stress-strain curve. 

The behavior of strain versus time was often recorded and a 

typical result is shown in Fig. 5. The cm·\·e ~:hnpcd by the upper pc~k 

points cle~n·ly rescmLlcs that of creep hcho.\'iOl', and C'an be tlivir!cd 

inlo three stages. Ther<: is a primary stag<: in which the upper peak 

strain incr·eases at a decelerating rate. It is followed by a steady 

state stage which appear.::; in Fir,. 5 o.s an a.scending str·night line. 

In medium and long life tests this stage is invariably the longest. 'fhe 

third and final stage is that of accclet•alinr, uppe1· peak slr:1in culmi

nating in spccin,en failure. 'l'he r.tages obr;ervecl in the strain-time 



l>chavior ntatch tlw~:c in the E;ln~ss- strain chnraclr~ristics. 

l"'G. 5 TYPICJ\ L STHA IN .. >l'JME CUHVE 

lt can be easily verified fr·om Fir;. 5 that the ']ower peak strain 

points undergo a much more l'cduceu arnount of inc1·easc. This 

implies that the value of the tangent modulus per cycle generally 

decrenses during the test. Indeed, the average modulus of the 

ascending po1·tion of the first cycle was 11. 1 x lOG psi, while that of the 

last cycle was 9. 9 x 10
6 

psi. Similar results bad been found in 

concrete (5). 

Typical fatigue failed specimens arc shown in Fig. 6. No apparent 

cxtcrn~Ll cliffPrctWi· was found bctwc·cn tlti:; type of f:·tilut'l~ oncl ih:.1l 

cncotmt(!l'Ctl in qu:t~;i-slatic lo~uling. Scvc1·al samples wcr·c removed 

from the loading machine durin;-; different stages of the cyclic loading. 

'l'he .sarnples were vertically sectioned,· polished and photographed. 

No dnmage was nb!:c•rvcd in .spccim(•ns that hnd not reached the acccl

crat<'d ~:train increase stage. ThOS·:! thnt had reached the last stage 

prior to failUI'(' f:llowed extensive Blructur·al damage clomino.tcrl by 

ve1·tiral cracking. A photomicrot~r[l.ph of llw centr-al part of n v<~rtical 

10 A 
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section in a specimen removed during thclast st<1gc is presented in 

Fig. 7. 
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FIG. 6 FATJ(;UE FAILED WHlTE TEJ\NESSEE T\IAl~BLE SPECJ.!\lENS 

A series of c~'clic loocling tcsU; was run in \\"hitc Tcmwsscc !\lnrb1c 

Umt hncl first bC'('n loaclccl in strain conl}'Ol to iU.; con1Jll'C!':sin• .stress 

carrying capacity limit. This is tLt~ value comrnonly ref.:•1-rcd to as the 

comprc~:si\'c strPngth. In sirr·ss-c:c)t~it·oll(•d lo:Hlin~ rock spc·clnv.·ns wil~ 

fail violc,ntly af !hit: point as lhC>y c~ttHwt t<tLe ~lll.Y nclr.li1ic'!lrtl cumprct::-:i·.c

forcc·. lluwc\'L't', if the loading i~: rwdormcd by controlling strain rate 

the rock will not collapse a~; it can usually continue to sh1·ink in lcngih 

while its load suppcn·tinr, capac:ity is gradually lowered. In this f:whion 

a compktc str·css-strain curve can be obtained. Fir;. El ~;hows Htrch a 

curve in addition to four other· pl(!ls. In each of tl:c plof~; a specimen 

was loaded up to its comr;·cssive sft·c:n::th, unln:ul<'d, an:! thc·n cycled 



NOT REPRODUCIBLE 

FIG. 'I PTlOTOI\UCHOGH.APif OF A FATJGUJ~ FAILED Sl'ECIIVlEN-·· 
VERTIC/\. L SECTION 

in stress contt·ol to nn uppc1· p(~nl\ value lowel' than the ultimate 

strength. The puq)()se wns to verify whether such failed rock could 

support fatigue type loading. Surprisingly the rock appeared rather 

strong, and could probably still perform usef\1l work, although a 

con1parison wil.h the S··N e11rve in Fig. 3 will show that it hacl consi

derably weakened. As c~xpcdecl, the number of cycles inc:t.'C'nsed au 
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·FIG. 8 STHESS-STRi\ IN CUHVES FOR F.1\ ILED \VTIITE TEKNESSEE 
.MAHBLE (Or'\SfTED LIKES .'\HE EXPECTED C0::\1i'LETE 

.STHESS- STRi\ II'\ CURVES) 
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the maximum applied load decreased. A close look at Fig. 8 will 

show that in three of the four plots the upper peak of the last cycle 

\vas in the clm;e proximity of the expected descending line of the 

complete stress-strain curve. This was in accordance with the 

hypothesis rD.iscd above i·egarding the extent of the upper peak strain 

increase during cyclic loading. 

An additional series of tests was contemplated well within the 

failed J'egion characterized by lhe descending part of the C')mplete 

stress-strain cul'VC. Due to the very steep descending stress-strain 

curve in \\'1litc Tennessee Marble, a different rock. namely Georgia 

Marble, was chosen for these tests. As seen in Fig. !:) the slope of 

the failed portion of the curve is very mild in the latter rock. 'I'his 

enabled v'1e not only to obtain repeatable complete stresfl-strain 

curves, but aJ so to stop the loading at any poin~ in the failed zone and 

unload without the danger of specimen collapse. Georgia Marble 

specimens were loaded in strain control to tLcir cc.,mprcssiv.::! strength 

and beyond, to 70% of the load carrying capacity within the failed :~.one. 

'fhey \vere then un1oncled, and cyclicly loaded in stress control to 

upper peak values of different nHlf~nitudcs. The results arc shown in 

Fig. 9. A preliminary S-N cm~vc based on thcsP tests is shown in 

Fig. 10. Again, one is surprised to note that failed rock can st.i 11 

show remarkable strength as far as cyclic loading carrying capacity. 

It is emphasized again, however, that for the same peak loads in the 

unfailccl mode the number of cycles would be appreciably larger. 

Moreover, it is clear that in beth rocks.the fatigue limit is lowered in 

failed rock. It can be no'.ccl from Fig. 0 that the uppc~r peak of the laflt 

cycle falls a1_;aiu in the close proximity of the expected descending 

complete stress-strain curve. The behavior of failed rock undc;· 

cyclic loading is of particular importance to the understanding of 

failed underground pillars and walls subjected to fatigue type stresses. 

Becausc· failed rock is internally fractured, the study may also be 

indicative of the ucltnvior of jointed benches or· slopes and faulted 

14 A 



formations subjected to earthquake, blasting, or traffic loadings. 
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SUMMAJlY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The work reported here is only the fil'St phase of an extensive 

investigation into the behavior of rock under cyclic loading. The main 

rcsuHs obtniw:d thus far in cyclic uni;.1xial compt·ession of White 

'J'cnnc~;~wc 1\~prblc arc: 

1) Cyclic ln<1.ding has a definite weal~cning (fatigue) effect on the 

rock if the maximum applied stress is in the 75-100% range of the 

compressive strength. 

2) Slrt~ss- straiu reC!orcls reveal three major stages occuring 

durinf~ cyclic loading: dccrcasiug hy[;tcrcsis, no hysteresis, increasing 



hyste1•esis. The last stage is associated with fatir,ue affected internal 

fracturing. 

3) The increase in upper peak strain bchvccn the first and the 

last ~ycles is always within the limit set by the complete stress-strain 

curve for the fwnw maximurn applied load. 

4) The variation of the cyclic upper peak strain with time closely 

resembles that of creep, with primary, steady sf.atc, and tertiary or 

5) No visiblc :::;tructura 1 damage c::n1 be ob~:CJ'Vcd in specimens 

removed prior to the accelerated strain-jncrcase st~ige. Hov:c\'Cr, 

poli !:>heel sections of specimens that had reached the tertiary stage 

show a:1 abuncl::tnce of internal fracturing dominated by vertical 

cracking along and across ~~rain boundaries. 

G) Failed rock, althouch weakened, can sush:dn a certain amount 

of fatigue loadin~ depending on the 1eve1 of a~Jplicc.l stresses. This 

conclusion is supported by testing of 'uoth Tennessee and Georf~ia 

Marbles. 

The results obtained tiJUS far show that rock cyclic fatigue is 

a phenomenon that cannot be ignored by engineers and rock mechanics 

scientists. A direct recommcn,Jation emerging from the study is that 

in surface and underground design the apparent fatigue limit, as 

determined by tests similar to those described above, be used instead 

of the cornmonly cm.ployctl compressive strength \'rtluc. In the design 

of structures tl:nt C\'cntunlly rcnch their pc:~.k load carrying cnpncity, 

usc cou1cl be made of i.he fatigue characteristics of fai1ccl rock. These 

characteristics arc bcliC'vc·d to al~;o b(~ indicntive of jointed anu faulted 

roc.:k bc~havior utH!er cyclic luadiug. The meelwni.sm of fatigue i;. not 

yet clearly understood but the findings arc prom ising enough to justify 

continuation of the rcscareh. Studies on the behavior of rock in uni

axial compr·c8sion, tension and triaxial compression subjected to cyclic 

fatigue arc currently und(!r·way. 
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